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Online Classes
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Preface
This guide has been compiled by Nicole Mitchell. Nicole has been a University educator for over 2
decades, and she draws on her extensive lecturing and teaching experience in face-to-face, blended
and online settings. She is also an Educational Designer with extensive experience in course, subject
and learning design. This guide shares the ideas and approach Nicole has used in her class, informed
by her Educational Design experience, and is supplemented with ideas and references made to
material from the Australian Army – Manual of Land Warfare, Part Three – Training, Volume 1
Pamphlet No 6 ‘Instructor’s Handbook’ published in 1984 – hence the title of this guide ‘Ideas from the
front-line’.

Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to develop academics’ skills in the design and delivery of active, onlineclasses, in order to improve student engagement and learning outcomes. Suggested activities can also
be easily be adapted to face-to-face delivery.
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What is active learning?
“Active learning is…having students engage in some activity that forces them to think about and
comment on the information presented.”
(Speaking of Teaching, 1993, cited in Cantu 2020, para. 1)
Active learning has been described as “any learning activity engaged in by students in a classroom
other than listening passively to an instructor’s lecture” (Faust & Paulson, 1998, p. 4).
The benefits of active learning are well documented in the literature; research by Freeman et. al
(2014) indicates that ‘average examination scores improved by about 6% in active learning sections,
and that students in classes with traditional lecturing were 1.5 times more likely to fail than were
students in classes with active learning’. Furthermore in a study by Huda, Saeed Nanji and Cassum
(2016) students stated that active learning strategies ‘promote critical thinking, motivate students in
the class, and integrate theory into practice’. Their findings are congruent with Prince (2004), Miller
and Metz (2014), and Nabors (2012), which indicate that active learning strategies enrich students'
engagement, understanding of content, and enhance critical thinking skills.
The online learning environment presents some challenges in the facilitation of active learning,
however there are various techniques that can be used to overcome these. This guide provides some
ideas and suggestions as to how to incorporate active learning in your online classes.

Learning design considerations

(Image adapted from Mitchell, 2018)

When designing ANY learning activity, it is imperative to consider your students, the content, the
context and most importantly the purpose of the activity i.e. the reason for ‘doing it’. These
considerations should inform which/when/where/how/how often you will incorporate active learning
strategies.

Facilitating active learning
Facilitating active learning can take various forms including:




Interacting with others – Developing and maintaining social connections
Interacting with the material presented – Content based Activities
Interacting with others AND the content – Think-Pair-Share, group activities/tasks

NOTE: Throughout the whole process, consider the use of questioning to keep students engaged.
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Social Connections
Sharing feelings/moods
Use the Annotate tool to get students to indicate how they are feeling, remind them that their
annotations are anonymous. Ask students to draw a circle around the emoji that best reflects their
mood/feelings about an assessment task/their progress etc. OR be more specific such as in the Easter
example.

Sharing concerns
The ‘anonymity’ of annotation means that students are often more inclined to share their thoughts.
Here some student responses when I asked them about their concerns about an assessment task.

Have a theme to your online meetings e.g. ‘Bring your pet’ or ‘Wear a funny hat’.

This is my dog watching the other dogs (and the dog treats).
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Content based activities
Using tools in ZOOM – Annotation
There are many different, and simple, ways in which the Annotation tool can be used to get students
to engage with the content. Some examples from my Marketing Communications class below:
Stamping (Zoom Annotation):

Drawing lines or shapes (Zoom Annotation):

Online Quizzes/Games (Kahoot!)
Online quizzes/games, such as Kahoot!, facilitate
content and peer-to-peer interaction in a fun
environment. Kahoot! is a web-based platform
where you can create quizzes, polls, surveys etc.
and run online quizzes. Students use a mobile
device to enter their answers, and you as
instructor, share the main screen with the
question, the answers AND the results.
Use these tools at the beginning of class to
motivate students to prepare before class and/or to check understanding (you can then adapt your
lesson if required). You can repeat the same quiz at the end of class to see whether understanding has
improved, OR just do a stand-alone quiz at the end for revision.
The feature I like is that you can easily duplicate and edit past quizzes – saves a lot of time!
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Group activities
Think-Pair-Share
This popular technique in face-to-face classes can easily be adapted for online learning using the
break-out room function.
Here is an example:
This question was posed to the student -

I told the students that they were going to be put into pairs into break-out rooms and to do the
following:
1. Introduce yourself to each other
2. Provide a brief overview of the business and discuss the possible differential advantage
3. Be prepared to write this down when back in the main room.
I then put the students into break out rooms in PAIRS and I broadcast the same question to the
students via the Chat – to ensure that the students had something to refer to while in their break-out
rooms. Note: I like using pairs (rather than groups of three) as both participants are ‘forced’ to talk to
each other! And it is good for short conversations…
We then came back to the room and I asked the students to write down their answers, which was
followed by a discussion of each of them.

Of course break-out rooms with more than 2 students can also be used, this is suitable for more indepth discussions/tasks, and when you have more time. You may like to provide students with Google
Slides and/or Docs (already set up by you prior to class, with the task instructions) so that they can
easily edit/work on it collaboratively and then also easily share back to the main group through
screen-share OR again use the Annotation Tool after the breakouts.
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Using questioning for student engagement
(Adapted from Australian Army – Manual of Land Warfare, Part Three – Training, Volume 1 Pamphlet No 6 ‘Instructor’s Handbook’, 1984)

Asking students questions, encourages them to think and decide on a response, and
engages them in their learning. It also facilitates peer-to-peer interaction and
enables the lecturer/instructor to provide the student with feedback on their
response(s)/answers.
Questioning students also enables the lecturer/instructor to:





gauge students’ understanding of content and adapt their instruction to
address any misunderstandings or gaps
engage all students, even the ‘quiet’ ones
help ‘break up’ the mode of delivery and chunk content more effectively in instructor led
teaching/training
use student responses to contextualise and build on content

TIP:
My students were all first years and were reluctant to answer questions – they lacked confidence being
in the Zoom room (especially in Session 1). So I started to provide them with ‘pre-class’ questions (via
an Announcement) each week to help them with class preparation (I used a Word doc they could edit
straight into) and after this participation improved as they had had the chance to prepare. In
marketing I often ask for examples so it was good to get them to think of these before class. This semiflipped classroom approach also facilitated their learning in general, as they didn’t go into class ‘cold’.
CONSIDERATIONS - BEFORE starting your questioning, consider the following:


Why are you asking the question? Consider the aim of the activity/purpose of the question.

The four main reasons to ask questions include:
1. Motivate – questions can be asked to motivate students to learn e.g. ‘Who can tell me why we
need to know XYZ?”
2. Teach – Questions encourage students to use prior knowledge in solving problems
3. Involve – Questions involve students in the learning process and can encourage maximum
student participation
4. Test – Questions confirm that the subject taught can be recalled or applied by students
(adapted from Australian Army – Manual of Land Warfare, Part Three – Training, Volume 1 Pamphlet No 6 ‘Instructor’s
Handbook’(1984) - Chapter 8 Section 23. Questioning)




What do they already know? this will inform what to actually ask them
How do you expect them to answer it? think of the likely answer you will get, and also
formulate the ‘ideal’ answer
 How much time do you have? the time available (a quick yes/no question takes up less time
than a controversial, debate raising question)
 Who is in your class? nature of the cohort (are the students able to use their
microphones/speak up in class? are they shy/confident?)
 How many students do you have in your class? size of the cohort – if small class (say less than
10) you can have a class discussion, in larger groups it may be advisable to use break-out
rooms to get students to discuss the question in a small group and then nominate one person
to report back to the main group
 Are you looking for an individual response? or group?
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Questioning Process

ASK

PAUSE

NOMINATE

Ask the entire class without singling out a particular student – this action
ensures that all students will attempt to work out a response and
encourages maximum class involvement. In the ONLINE context you
may like to present the question on a PowerPoint/Slide on Shared
screen.
Give students time to THINK and instructor time to mentally select a
student (or students) to ask.
In the ONLINE context you may like to put students into Break-Out
Rooms for a brief discussion – putting them into pairs works well as it
ensures that everyone has to participate!

By name (this is why it is important that students log in with their full
name).

Need to indicate to the student that you as instructor are listening e.g.
through nodding, brief verbal responses of encouragement.

LISTEN
Instructor to evaluate for completeness and accuracy – the evaluation
will impact what needs to happen next.

EVALUATE

RESPOND

RECAP &
LINK

The way the instructor responds will have a significant effect on their
willingness to answer future questions. The response by the instructor
may include:
Feedback – right/wrong/partially correct. If the student is correct, this
should be clearly stated
Prompt – add a hint or simple prompt to assist the student to provide
the correct response
Probe – if an answer is incomplete, instructor should probe for more
information or clarification
Rephrasing – there may be a need to reword the question if the students
appear confused
Redirect – may redirect to another student to build on or elicit correct
response
Following the question/answer or discussion time, it is important that
the academic provides a recap of the key concepts covered (especially if
the discussion has been lengthy) and connect/contextualises the topic(s)
covered in the content being studied and/or linking it to what comes
next…
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Other Tips

Structure of online class
Try to maintain a consistent ‘look and feel’ AND structure of each Online Class e.g. include:


Recap of last topic



Overview of new topic and where it ‘fits in’
conceptually – may indicate this with screenshot of
contents page of textbook = to create visual
connection between the different learning sources
student uses



Learning Objectives of new topic = again a
screenshot but this time of Interact2 ‘topic’ to
facilitate the visual connection to the Interact2 site



Content/activities/videos – use colour to indicate
student activities e.g. green textbox for student
questions/activities, yellow textbox for anything
related to assessment tasks




Why topic is important (relevance)
What is next? (next topic)



What’s happening in the Tutorial + any outstanding
tasks/Assessment items

Make it easy for students to watch back the recording so use
BIG headings and colour to indicate different ‘sections’.

Managing breaks
Where possible I schedule a 10 minute break between every
hour of class e.g. 9:55am-10:05am.
I turn my camera and microphone off, and put the time to
be back in class in the Chat Bar. I know of one academic
who allocates one student to be a DJ to play music during
the break!
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Contact and Resources

For more information about the guide and/or any of the tools and tech, please
log a job via the DLT SRS Request system and ask for Nicole Mitchell in the
notes section!

A PDF Slide Pack is also available to accompany this
guide. Please contact Nicole Mitchell
(nmitchell@csu.edu.au) to obtain a copy.

Nicole Mitchell
Educational Designer/Sessional Lecturer in Marketing – Charles Sturt University
Port Macquarie Campus
Email: nmitchell@csu.edu.au

Ph: (02) 65 82 9370
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